Wireless Test Equipment - Global Strategic Business Report

Description:

The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2016 through 2024. Also, a five-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Wireless Test Equipment in US$ Thousand by the following Product Segments: Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment, and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment, & Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment). Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 58 companies including many key and niche players such as:

- Anritsu Corporation
- AWT Global, LLC
- Cobham AvComm
- Cobham Wireless
- DEKRA Testing and Certification, S.A.U.
- Hermon Laboratories TI Ltd.
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Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 49: Canadian Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 51: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 52: Japanese Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 53: Japanese 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. EUROPE
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Table 54: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 55: European Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 56: European 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 57: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 59: European 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4a. FRANCE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
LTE Developments in the Short to Medium Term Period Bodes Well for LTE Equipment Testing Solutions
Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Table 60: French Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 61: French Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 62: French 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul &
Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4b. GERMANY
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Development
Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 63: German Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 64: German Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 65: German 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4c. ITALY
Market Analysis
Table 66: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 67: Italian Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 68: Italian 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
UK Gears Up for Wireless Network Expansions
Business Case for Wireless Test Equipment
LTE-Advanced Adoption Expected to Gain Momentum to Drive Demand for LTE Equipment Testing Equipment
Product Launch
Strategic Corporate Developments
Select Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 69: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 70: UK Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 71: UK 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and
Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Strategic Corporate Development
Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 72: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 73: Spanish Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 74: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA
Market Analysis
Table 75: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 76: Russian Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 77: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE
Market Analysis
Table 78: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 79: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 80: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Advancements in Communication Infrastructure Drives Wireless Test Equipment Market Growth
Strong Mobile Device Manufacturing Activity to Boost Demand for Wireless Test Equipment
Mobile Broadband Services Continue to Gain Traction
To Drive Wireless Test Equipment Market

B. Market Analytics
Table 81: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 82: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 83: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 84: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 85: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 86: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Wireless Test Equipment Market in China
China Warms Upto 4G Networks
Promises Plenty of Opportunity for Wireless Test Equipment Vendors
B. Market Analytics
Table 87: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 88: Chinese Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 89: Chinese 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
India
A Market Laden with Tremendous Potential
India: The Fastest Growing Smartphone Market in the World
Telecom Test and Measurement Sector
Indian Telecom T&M Sector Holds Unprecedented Growth Potential
Rental T&M Equipment Market Gaining Ground
Challenges in 4G Market Space
B. Market Analytics
Table 90: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 91: Indian Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 92: Indian 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Sc. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
LTE-Advanced Network Launches Bode Well for Wireless Test Equipment Market in South Korea
B. Market Analytics
Table 93: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 94: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 95: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Market Overview
B. Market Analytics
Table 96: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 97: Latin American Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 98: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 99: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 100: Latin American Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 101: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6a. BRAZIL
Market Analysis
Table 102: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 103: Brazilian Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 104: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
Market Analysis
Table 105: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 106: Rest of Latin America Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 107: Rest of Latin America 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Hermon Laboratories TI Ltd. (Israel)
A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 108: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 109: Rest of World Historic Review for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 110: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Wireless Test Equipment by Category/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Wireless Mobile Devices Test Equipment, Drive Test Equipment and Infrastructure Test Equipment (Wireless Base Station Test Equipment and Wireless Mobile Backhaul & Network Core Test Equipment) Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 58 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 66)

- The United States (30)
- Canada (1)
- Japan (3)
- Europe (21)

- France (2)
- Germany (6)
- The United Kingdom (7)
- Italy (1)
- Spain (4)
- Rest of Europe (1)

- Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (9)
- Middle East (1)
- Africa (1)
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